
Pressing Insights Into Qualified Domestic Energy Assessors

Selecting the right Qualified Domestic Energy Assessors can become a challenging
task. That's why I've collated this exhaustive blog post with these helpful tips.

A commercial EPC is similar to those produced for domestic dwellings and
assesses the energy efficiency of a building. The commercial EPC provides advice
on how you can make cost effective improvements to your building to make it more
energy efficient. It provides a detailed report including information on pay back
periods, energy saving imrpovements and graphs on energy consumption. An
energy assessment is a legal requirement that applies to the majority of
commercial buildings. If you’re unsure whether you require a commercial EPC or
would like to discuss the benefits, then contact your local EPC specialists for
further advice. Landlord’s should be aware that failure to comply with the
regulations can lead to a penalty of up to £5,000. A landlord is not able to require a
tenant to pay the penalty. The only liability a tenant faces is if they fail to allow any
enforcement agent access to the property when requested without a valid reason to
refuse entry. An EPC will not cover items or problems in the property which would
be picked up in a building survey, which may be costly to rectify, as these are
outside the scope of the data collected. If your property is not found to be energy
efficient, a technician will give you suggestions to improve the ratings with few
strategic solutions. In addition to reducing your energy bills, this approach can help
reduce Carbon-di-oxide emissions. Energy performance certificates (EPCs) are a
rating scheme to summarise the energy efficiency of buildings. The building is
given a rating between A (Very efficient) - G (Inefficient), the EPC will also include
tips the most cost effective ways to improve your homes energy rating. Energy
performance certificates are used in many countries.

According to the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities, only 11%
of UK homes have an EPC rating of B. This is based on the number of EPCs lodged
on the Energy Performance of Buildings Register. A good EPC rating will vary
depending on your circumstances. For example, for buy- to let landlords, you are
required to make sure your property has a rating of at least E or above prior to
taking on any new tenants or renewing existing contracts. If you’re in a hurry to get
your house sold fast, you might be concerned that acquiring an EPC is a lengthy
process, but in most cases it’s not. If you have a standard domestic property with
less than 6 bedrooms, the initial EPC visit should take no longer than 45 mins. A lot
of places will offer 24-hour turnaround on their EPC paperwork, meaning you could



get the appropriate energy performance certificate officially lodged within a day.
SAP Calculations are a requirement of the Building Regulations in the UK and can
be a challenging aspect to a new build, especially if you're new to such
construction. Buildings are rated between 1 and 100; the higher the number the
more energy efficient the property is and the lower the energy costs will be. All
dwellings need to gain a ‘pass’ in order for them to be viable for sale. Whether
you're building a property from scratch, are converting or extending a current build,
SAP Calculations cannot be overlooked and need to be undertaken by a
professional, accredited company. There are many options available when it comes
to epc commercial property in today’s market.

Stabilise Electricity Prices
Local weights and measures authorities (usually through their trading standards
officers) are responsible for enforcing the regulations that require an EPC to be
made available on the sale or rent of a building. Failure to provide an EPC when
required means you may be liable to a civil penalty charge notice. Trading
standards officers may act on complaints or undertake investigations. Enforcement
action may still be taken up to six months after any failure has been corrected. As
of April 2018, minimum energy efficiency standards (MEES) are being demanded of
domestic lettings – a property will have to be rated ‘E’ or above in order to be let
out. If you let out your property when it does not meet the minimum standards, you
could face a fine of up to £150,000, dependent on the value of the property. If you
let out your property without a valid EPC, you could face a £200 fine. A SAP rating
is the technical calculation that is required in order to produce a Predicted Energy
Assessment (PEA) and an On Construction Energy Performance Certificate
(OCEPC) both of which are reports that abstract information from the supporting
SAP calculation. Commercial property improvement can be an expensive and
time-consuming process, so it's important to choose the right provider if you're
interested in undertaking the task. If you’re selling your home, it’s your
responsibility to obtain and pay for an EPC to provide to your estate agent, and to
potential buyers. Landlords also need to provide the EPC to potential tenants, and
for new-build homes, the builder must provide an EPC on completion. Its always
best to consult the experts when considering mees these days.

People looking to buy or rent are starting to take EPC ratings into consideration. A
more energy efficient property means cheaper bills for those living in the property,
and happy tenants are more likely to pay their rent on time! It also means less work
for property developers if you ever come to sell. Therefore, if you’re looking to sell
or rent out your property, it’s worthwhile making sure it has the best chance of a
good rating. All potential tenants and buyers are legally entitled to see this
information before making any decisions. If you’re looking to sell or rent out your

https://squared.energy/epc-commercial-property/
https://squared.energy/mees-regulations


home or business premises, you’ll need to attain an energy performance certificate
(EPC). Below, you can find out exactly what this means and how much it could cost
to attain one. Sellers are, by law are required show proof that they have ordered the
report but don’t need to have received an EPC before marketing their property,
realistically the EPC must be on all details that are used for advertising and with the
agent within 28 days after the first day of marketing or you can be fined. An energy
performance certificate (EPC) is something that has been needed since April 2008
whenever a property is built, sold or rented. In Scotland, domestic EPCs must be
displayed somewhere in the property, such as in the meter cupboard or next to the
boiler. If you plan to sell your home, rent it out to new tenants, or build a new home,
you’ll need an EPC. If your home doesn’t have a valid EPC, you’ll need show your
estate agent that you’ve commissioned one before your home is listed. A solid
understanding of mees regulations makes any related process simple and hassle
free.

Project Management
A building with separate parts and heating systems requires a single EPC for each
part being offered for sale or let. For this purpose, you must also provide an EPC for
the conditioned communal areas or request one for the whole building. Improving
the EPC rating of commercial property will be essential during the coming years.
Payback periods from interventions can vary, however with accurate input data and
realistic intervention forecasts, building consultancy teams can help with costs and
practical implementation to ensure EPC uplifts deliver to the modelled forecasts,
ensuring energy and cost savings kick in as soon as possible. Having an Energy
Performance Certificate helps you reduce your energy consumption and associated
costs. This is achieved by following the recommendations and benchmarks for
performance that are listed in the EPC. In addition to these, trusting Nexus Energy
Solutions with the issuing of and EPC also gives you access to our wide range with
services. If you don’t get an EPC for the property when required, you will be faced
with a fixed fine of £200. Which can be charged for every day you have marketed
the property without one. There is a 7 day grace period to rectify the situation and
this is easily done by simply booking an EPC. Once booked the property is legal to
market and the EPC certificate can be with you in 48 hours of inspection. Domestic
energy efficiency makes a vital contribution against the Government’s statutory
obligations and manifesto commitments. The Secretary of State has a legal duty
under the Energy Act 2011 to set a target to alleviate fuel poverty. Tackling the root
cause of fuel poverty depends crucially on better insulation and more efficient
heating. Maximising potential for commercial epc isn't the same as meeting client
requirements and expectations.

https://squared.energy/mees-regulations
https://squared.energy/epc-commercial-property/


Commercial EPCs are required upon construction, sale or lease for all
non-dwellings, covering everything from small retail units to offices, industrial units
and large scale commercial premises such as airports and public buildings. SAP
EPCs serve as standard EPCs that are valid for 10 years and that can be used for
property transactions. Energy Performance Certificates can help you get a
domestic, commercial or SAP EPC as soon as possible. This way, you’ll have no
issues with selling, renting, leasing, building or converting your property. An
accredited domestic energy assessor can issue you with an EPC. An estate or
letting agent can find one for you, but you can also do this yourself by visiting the
EPC Register to search for one in your area. Energy efficiency, sustainability, and
green aren’t just trendy buzzwords – they represent a conscientious and
cost-saving practice that successful businesses are embracing in increasing
numbers. In the past, the manufacturing and industrial sectors have led the way in
developing strategies to increase energy efficiency. Recently, though, commercial
businesses have begun making great strides in this more environmentally and
financially responsible direction. Commercial Energy Assessors or Non Domestic
Energy Advisors (NDEA’s) are professionals providing green economy sector
services to the architects and other industries. NDEA can perform a detailed energy
assessment of the building and provide the Non-Domestic Energy Performance
Certificates (EPC) that indicates how energy efficient the site is. It is easy to guess
that NDEA’s are assessing mostly the commercial building rather than private
properties which makes their job character slightly different than DEA professionals
(Domestic Energy Assessors). Research around non domestic epc register remains
patchy at times.

Looking Up An EPC
EPCs are not required before the construction of a building is completed. Nor are
thy required on the sale, rent or construction of: places of worship; temporary
buildings with a planned time of use less than 2 years; stand alone buildings with a
total useful floor area of less than 50m2 that are not dwellings; industrial sites,
workshops and non-residential agricultural buildings with low energy demand. An
EPC certificate lasts ten years. If you are unsure whether yours has expired, you
can quickly check by typing your address into the government register. You can use
this register to check any properties EPC, allowing you to compare your rating with
similar properties in your area. For newly built or modified properties, when a
building is being constructed or modified and is physically complete, it is the
responsibility of the person carrying out the construction to give an EPC and a
recommendation report to the building owner and to notify Building Control that
this has been done. Get extra intel about Qualified Domestic Energy Assessors on
this UK Government Website article.

https://squared.energy/non-domestic-epc-register
https://www.gov.uk/get-new-energy-certificate
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